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WhoIsArcadia?
Arcadia GlassHouse™ was founded by a Horticulturist from The
Ohio State University who started designing and building
commercial propagation greenhouses in 1980. The demand for
very precise temperature and humidity controlled environments
for propagation led to innovative engineering designs for highquality, reliable greenhouses that were air tight and energy
efficient. These design improvements are what make Arcadia
unique in providing an exceptional growing environment with
strong extruded aluminum frames.
Arcadia has a sales, engineering and manufacturing operation in
Madison, Ohio.
The company provides turnkey design and installation services,
but most of its greenhouses can be built by any good contractor
or handyman. All parts are delivered pre-cut, pre-drilled and
labeled for easy assembly. An installation manual and free
technical phone support are included with every order. Arcadia
GlassHouses are used for more than just growing plants too;
many have been built for room additions, patio structures, hot
tub enclosures and more.
• All Components are Made in the USA
• Lifetime Warranty on the Frame
• 10-year Warranty on Polycarbonate

ArcadiaGlassHouseLLC
We have experienced greenhouse growers and professional
installers available to discuss the many options you have for
standard and custom sizes, shapes, glazing materials and
prices. We can give you a quick quote over the phone or a
more detailed quote via mail and email.
Pleasecontactuswithanyinterests
you may have.
Phone: 440-357-0022
Email: greenhouse@ArcadiaGlassHouse.com
Fax:

440-357-5122

Web:

www.ArcadiaGlassHouse.com

Mail:

Arcadia GlassHouse
354 N. Lake St.
Madison, OH 44057

When the Henry Ford Estate in
Dearborn, Michigan wanted an
aluminum greenhouse to replicate
the original wood-framed structure
that had deteriorated, they called
Arcadia GlassHouse.
When the Cleveland Botanical Garden
wanted a new Orchid Greenhouse,
they called Arcadia GlassHouse.
When Cutler Conservatory
wanted a custom-designed
working greenhouse and
meditation garden, they called
Arcadia GlassHouse.

When you are ready for your new greenhouse, call us and we will respond with
experience, knowledge and trust to deliver the perfect greenhouse for you.
A Proud Member of the Better Business Bureau

■
■
■
■

Strong Extruded Aluminum Frame
Welded Truss Construction
All Stainless Steel Hardware
3/16
” Glass or Triple-wall Polycarbonate
36” Entry Door with Screen

■
Arcadia greenhouses are designed for gardening enthusiasts who want the
best quality at a reasonable price. Our strong extruded aluminum frame with
stainless steel hardware will never rust. Sidewalls can be made with 3/16” single-pane glass, which is 50% thicker and stronger than any
other greenhouse, or insulated triple-wall polycarbonate. We use full-length sheets of 8mm or 16mm tinted polycarbonate on the roof
for maximum insulation and no overlapping seams to leak.
Arcadia greenhouses are available in a wide range of standard and custom sizes, including even-span and lean-to styles that can be
attached to your home or freestanding in a garden setting. Our sidewall height is more than one foot taller than other greenhouses
so you have plenty of headroom to hang baskets and work comfortably. Strength and beauty combined with an energy-efficient design
makes Arcadia your best choice for a new greenhouse.

Strength and Beauty
The Arcadia welded-truss construction is engineering rated for 30 lb/ft2 snow loads and
90 mph wind loads. Snow load capacities are available up to 55 lb/ft2. Our proprietary
greenhouse design is based on a frame of 24 inch centers that can be easily modified
to meet your own specific length, width and height requirements. Standard widths
are in 2 ft. increments and standard lengths in 4 ft. increments (see page 5 and 8 for
more details.)
We encourage customers to design their greenhouse to complement their home,
whether it is attached or freestanding. We can change the pitch of the roof if necessary,
build the greenhouse on a brick or stone kneewall, add cresting and finials to the roof,
or we can powder coat paint the structure in any color. We want your new greenhouse
to be a functional and beautiful addition to your home.
Energy Efficiency
Arcadia greenhouses are air tight because of our anodized aluminum h-channel, which is used to frame every
pane of glass or polycarbonate. This unique design is much stronger and better insulating than traditional caps,
clips and overlapping glass systems. All four sides of every glass or polycarbonate panel are encased in our
h-channel systems. Glass panels have extra insulation with an EPDM rubber seal that goes all the way around
the glass inside the channel for a waterproof seal that lasts a lifetime. (Other greenhouse manufacturers use
foam tape that deteriorates in a few years.)
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Arcadia 12 x 12 Even-span Attached

Arcadia 10 x 16 Custom Kneewall

Arcadia 10 x 16 Even-span Freestanding

Arcadia 10 x 14 Even-span Attached

Arcadia 8 x 16 Lean-to Kneewall

Arcadia 12 x 24 Reverse Gable

Glazing Options – Glass or Polycarbonate
If you want the most beautiful greenhouse you can buy, then you’ll want glass sidewalls. Nothing beats the beauty
and character of a true glasshouse. We build our glasshouses with 3/16” thick glass because it’s 50 percent thicker,
stronger, and less likely to break than traditional greenhouses, which use 1/8” glass. We encase all four sides of the
glass with an EPDM rubber seal that fits inside our h-channel to provide air-tight and water-tight insulation. This
rubber seal also protects the glass. We use full-length glass panels from top to bottom so there is no overlapping
glass, no unsightly lateral frame members, and no potential leaks.
If you want the most energy-efficient greenhouse you can buy, then you’ll want polycarbonate sidewalls. Our 8mm,
high-clarity, triple-wall polycarbonate is an excellent insulator because it has two layers of dead air space.
Polycarbonate is warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer. It also diffuses the sunlight better than glass and
protects plants from burning. We use the highest quality polycarbonate available, with a UV protective coating on
the outside and an anti-condensation coating on the inside.
The Best of Both
Whether you choose glass or polycarbonate sidewalls, Arcadia uses full-length
polycarbonate panels on the roof. Polycarbonate is 200 times stronger than glass
and is not damaged by hail, wind, snow and most tree branches. We put our best
insulating material in the roof where your heat will try to escape. For most
applications we recommend our tinted polycarbonate for the roof because it
provides 40% shade and keeps your greenhouse cooler in the summer. This bronze
tinted material allows the Photosynthetically Active Rays (PAR) to come through,
while deflecting infrared heat waves.
Polycarbonate roof material is available with our standard 8mm double-wall, or
optional 16mm triple-wall for the maximum insulating value. Call for a free sample.

Polycarbonate is not perfectly clear, but it is unbreakable, it protects
your plants from sunburn, and it is a better insulator than glass.

Sidewalls					

Roof

8mm Clear, Triplewall Polycarbonate

8mm Tinted, Doublewall Polycarbonate – Standard

Or

3/16” Single-pane Glass

16mm Tinted, Triplewall Polycarbonate – Optional

Standard Sizes
Arcadia greenhouses are available in virtually any size, but we like to see a ratio of width to length that is
attractive and functional. Our most popular sizes are:
Even-span or Lean-to Styles
8 x 12, 8 x 16, 8 x 20
10 x 16, 10 x 20, 10 x 24
Call for Your Free Greenhouse Planning
Guide: 10 Steps for Selecting the Best
12 x 20, 12 x 24, 12 x 32
See dimensions on back for additional information and note our
6 ft.-10 in. high sidewalls – a unique advantage.

Greenhouse for Your Home or Garden.

Custom Sizes Are Our Specialty
Call us if you have a special dimension that you’d prefer for your greenhouse. One advantage of our innovative
engineering design is that we can easily modify width, length, height and roof pitch to meet your needs.
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Your new Arcadia greenhouse can provide a lifetime of peace and serenity. Plants just grow so much better in a greenhouse, and
there’s nothing more enjoyable then relaxing with the colors and fragrance of your favorite flowering plants. Our greenhouses have
been designed to be virtually maintenance free and able to provide an optimum controlled environment for the perfect amount of
light, temperature and humidity that plants will thrive on.

Fact: In England, where 15% of all residences have a
greenhouse on their property, 90% of those are glasshouses.

Arcadia Greenhouses Are Easy to Heat and
Easy to Cool for Year-Round Growing
Ventilating Systems
Ventilating systems are extremely important to keep your greenhouse cool and to keep air moving so
your plants stay healthy. We use thermostatically controlled shutter fan and vent systems that are
properly sized to turn over the volume of air inside your greenhouse in less than two minutes. We
install the fan and vent system near the roof peak on both gable ends of the greenhouse. Heat rises
and collects near the roof, so that is where we want to remove it. By pulling air through the
greenhouse from end to end, we are able to optimize circulation for the best growing environment.
When compared to traditional ridge vent systems, our forced air cooling systems do a better job of
moving air and we avoid the problems that are inherent with ridge vents – they require routine maintenance, are prone to
failure, they leak, and collect leaves, twigs and dirt. With Arcadia’s continuous roof sheets, we avoid all these leak and
maintenance issues with a dependable, low-maintenance greenhouse that will provide a lifetime of enjoyment. We also have
solar powered automatic vents for non-electric greenhouses.
Circulating fans should run 24 hours per day
and are important to keep plants healthy.

To raise the humidity in your greenhouse, we recommend
HydroFoggers because they emit fine micro droplets of water without
leaving your plants dripping wet and susceptible to disease.

Heating Systems
Recent advancements in technology have yielded significant improvements in
energy efficiency. Our 240 volt electric heaters are 100% efficient, easy to
install, and cost less to operate than most people think. Gas heaters are
available, but less popular because they operate at 80% efficiency and require
a fresh air intake and exhaust, creating a hole in your greenhouse for
ventilation. Some orchid blooms are sensitive to ethylene gas emitted from
open flame gas heaters and will disbud. We also have non-electric gas heaters
for emergency backup.
Foundation Requirements
Arcadia greenhouse frames are so strong they do not require extensive
foundations. Freestanding greenhouses that have glass or polycarbonate
sidewalls can be mounted on 4x6 inch treated lumber, set on level ground, and
anchored with rebar. Greenhouses with a brick or stone kneewall will require a
footer, and units connected to your home will require a traditional foundation.
Call us if you’d like to discuss your particular installation.
Freestanding greenhouses have less foundation requirements than
attached greenhouses. Choose a location that is well drained.

Greenhouse Supplies and Accessories
We carry a full line of greenhouse growing supplies, including Aluminet shade cloth, T5 fluorescent grow lights, watering
systems, custom aluminum DuraBenches, and much more. See all our supplies at www.ArcadiaGlassHouse.com
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A Few of Our Standard Sizes

Custom Sizes Available.
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